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INVOLVING FUZZY CONCEPTS INACTIVE MOBILE DATABASES?Y�ucel Sayg�n, �Ozg�ur UlusoyDepartment of Computer Engineering and Information Science,Bilkent University, Ankara 06533, TURKEYAbstract. Current needs of industry required the development of ad-vanced database models like mobile databases, active databases, andfuzzy databases. Fuzzy concepts are adapted to the �eld of databases inorder to deal with ambiguous, uncertain data. Fuzziness comes into pic-ture in mobile databases especially with moving objects. Incorporatingfuzziness into rules would improve the e�ectiveness of active databases.Rules can be utilized in mobile databases to form a more powerful sys-tem, namely an active mobile database. In this paper we investigate theways in which the concepts developed for fuzzy systems can be integratedto active mobile databases.Key words: Active databases, mobile databases, rule execution, fuzzydatabases, fuzzy triggers, fuzzy rule execution.1 IntroductionCurrent needs of industry and business necessitated the development of advanceddatabase models which are used to store and retrieve data in complex systems.Three of those advanced databases are of particular interest to us, namely mobiledatabases, active databases, and fuzzy databases. In this paper we propose anactive mobile database platform and investigate the ways in which the conceptsdeveloped for fuzzy systems can be adapted to this platform. As a base for ourinvestigation, the concepts of mobile, active and fuzzy databases are introducedin the following paragraphs, together with a description of the route which wetake to achieve the proposed work.Fuzzy concepts are incorporated to the �eld of databases in order to supportqueries closer to the natural language and to model data which is inherentlyfuzzy. An active database management system (ADBMS) allows users to specifyactions to be executed when speci�c events are signaled [Day88]. In order for aconventional database management system to react to certain events, it shouldbe incorporated with rules. Mobile database research aims to provide e�cientaccess to data on both stationary data servers and mobile computers.? This research is supported by the Research Council of Turkey (T�UB_ITAK) undergrant number EEEAG-246 and the NATO Collaborative Research Grant CRG960648.



An active mobile database can be designed by incorporation of rules into amobile database environment. We use in this paper an active mobile databaseplatform to explain how fuzzy features can be integrated to active and mobiledatabase systems. We adopt a battle�eld environment to illustrate how the pro-posed approaches can be made use of in real applications. The primary contri-bution of our work is the incorporation of fuzziness into rule execution via fuzzycoupling modes and scenarios. We also describe how fuzzy primitive events canbe combined to form fuzzy composite events, and how fuzzy rules and otherfuzzy concepts can be utilized in MDBSs.In the next section, an introduction to fuzzy databases is provided. Section 3presents a mobile database system model that is supported with rules and fuzzyqueries. In Section 4, a description of the current work on fuzzy triggers is pro-vided together with our contributions. Finally in Section 5, conclusions and fu-ture work are discussed.2 Fuzzy DatabasesUncertain nature of queries and real-life data has necessitated the developmentof fuzzy databases. Fuzzy database theory is based on the concepts of fuzzy setsand fuzzy logic which we discuss in the following.The theory of fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh [Zad65]. For a crisp set(an ordinary set that we are familiar with) S, which is a subset of the universalset U , for any element e 2 U , either e 2 S or e 62 S where for a fuzzy set thereis a degree of membership in the range [0; 1] for each element belonging the theuniversal set. Crisp set theory is a special case of the fuzzy set theory wherethe membership degrees of any element belonging to the universal set is either 0or 1. A fuzzy set is characterized by its membership function. This membershipfunction, gives us the degree of membership of each element in the universal setto the fuzzy set. Membership function of a fuzzy set F on the universal set U isgenerally denoted by �F and maps each element x 2 U to a real number in therange [0; 1], i.e.,�F (x) : U ! [0; 1].The fuzzy set theory is best understood with real life examples. Assume thatwe have a universal set U for all the ages a human being can have. We can de�nea fuzzy set young denoted by Y on U , and assign a membership function �Y toY . A sample membership function can be de�ned as in Figure 1.Similarly, fuzzy logic is an extension of crisp logic and based on fuzzy the-ory. Using fuzzy logic, we can reason about the degree of truth of imprecisepropositions.Fuzzy database models generally adopt the relational database model as theirbase since it has a well established theoretical framework.One approach by Buck-les and Petry incorporates fuzziness into relational database model by replacingthe ordinary equivalence relation by the notion of similarity [BP82]. Similarityrelationships are constructed to allow the comparison of linguistic terms like
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ageFig. 1. Membership function of the fuzzy set young.young, old, middle-aged in a particular domain. Similarity thresholds are ex-plicitly de�ned in the queries in order to retrieve tuples in a certain similarityrange.3 Mobile and Active Databases in a Common PlatformThere is a wide spectrum of applications of active mobile database managementsystems (AMDBMSs) from military to health and insurance. One such appli-cation in military is the management and control of vehicles in a battle�eldenvironment [MB97], [MBM96]. In health, an active mobile computing systemcan be designed to reach the patients' previous records in the hospital from themoving ambulances [MB96].
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Fig. 2. A general architecture of a mobile computing systemA typical architecture for mobile computing systems which is inspired from [IB94]is depicted in Figure 2. In this architecture, there is a �xed network of MobileSupport Stations (MSSs). Mobile Hosts (MHs) are the computers which areportable and capable of mobile communication. Each MH is associated with a



MSS and MHs are connected to MSSs via wireless links. A MSS is generally�xed and it provides MHs inside a prespeci�ed area called a cell with a wirelessinterface.As an example application, a battle�eld environment can be coordinatedusing a system based on the architecture provided in Figure 2 where the vehicleson land and aircrafts are moving objects which are also capable of issuing queries,i.e., they are MHs. In the �xed network there is a database management systemsupported with rules like:{ event: obj1 is very close to obj2condition: obj1 belongs to enemy and obj2 belongs to the alliancesaction: �re an alarm and inform obj2{ event: send missilecondition: there are objects close to the target that belong to the alliancesaction: move away those objectsAn obvious property of the rules listed above is that they are close to naturallanguage, and therefore very easy to write for the experts of war scenarios whoare not much familiar with data management issues. These rules involve fuzzyqueries on the database and some of them have fuzzy events.4 Fuzzy Rules in Active DatabasesAlthough incorporating fuzziness to active databases introduces much exibil-ity, not much attention has been paid so far to this issue. To the best of ourknowledge, only a research group in VTT (Finland) has worked on fuzzy trig-gers [BW96], [BW97], [BKPW97]. In [BKPW97], a Condition-Action(CA) fuzzytrigger is proposed which means that fuzziness is introduced to the CA part ofan ECA rule. In a later work [BW97], the concept of CA trigger is extended toa fuzzy ECA rule by introducing the notion of fuzzy events. A CA fuzzy triggerconsists of a fuzzy predicate (i.e., a predicate that has linguistic hedges) on thedatabase as its condition, and a fuzzy action where updates are performed ona fuzzy database. A rule with a fuzzy condition and a crisp (i.e., not fuzzy) ac-tion is called a C-fuzzy trigger. The C-fuzzy trigger model is based on linguistichedges. C-fuzzy trigger is a rule which has a fuzzy predicate as its condition.Max-min inference method is applied to the rule set to determine the truthvalue of the fuzzy predicates. In fuzzy ECA rules, an event may �re a set ofrules. Fuzzy events are de�ned as fuzzy sets and use linguistic hedges like high,low, and strong [BW97]. Formally a primitive fuzzy event is represented as atuple < ec; ef > where ec is a crisp event, and ef is a fuzzy event predicate.When a crisp event is signaled (such as a database update), the current value vproduced upon the operation causing the crisp event is fed into the membershipfunction of ef . The output of the membership function is called the event matchfactor, and the fuzzy event is signaled only if the event match factor is greaterthan zero [BW97]. Upon the signaling of the fuzzy event, the corresponding rulesare �red and their conditions (which are fuzzy predicates on the database) are



checked. The action of a rule may be started to execute depending on the resultof condition evaluation.The methods discussed in [BW97] and [BKPW97] try to incorporate fuzzi-ness into the event and condition of a rule. In this paper, we deal with therules belonging to particular fuzzy sets, together with the coupling modes andscheduling of rules. The rest of this section is devoted to the detailed discussionof our approach.4.1 Fuzzy EventsDi�erent events and their categorization together with composite events are ex-plained in [GGD94], [CM91], and [Buc94]. Among these references, the mostcomprehensive event set and composition semantics are provided in [Buc94].Primitive events are categorized in [Buc94] as: method execution events, statetransition events, temporal events, transaction and ow-control events, and ab-stract events. Method execution events are raised when the speci�ed methodsare executed. State transition events are signaled when the corresponding statechanges occur in the database, for example location updates of moving objects.Temporal events are either absolute or relative. An absolute temporal event issomething like, \at 13:45", and a relative temporal event is like \5 seconds beforethe �ring of a missile". Transaction and ow-control events are related with thebeginning, commit and abort of transactions. Finally, abstract events are de�nedby user and therefore signaled explicitly by the user.Events which are important from the point of fuzzy rule execution are statetransition events, and temporal events. There is a high level of potential forincorporating fuzzy concepts into those kinds of events.Temporal events are widely used in many active database systems and can beapplied to critical jobs in real time systems. Fuzzy concepts can be incorporatedto temporal events by adding fuzzy modi�ers to exact time values. For example,instead of the absolute temporal event, \at 13:43", we may have a fuzzy absolutetemporal event like, \at about 13:43" which is more exible. Relative temporalevents can also be modi�ed in order to convert them to fuzzy relative temporalevents. Calculating the membership degrees of fuzzy temporal events can bedone using the membership functions of the fuzzy terms and the concept offuzzy numbers which is explained in more detail in [KF88]. Membership degreeof crisp events is taken as one.Primitive events can be combined to form composite events. Composition ofprimitive events can be done with di�erent event constructors, like conjunction,disjunction, closure, sequence, history, and negation [Buc94], [GGD94], [CM91].Disjunction of two events E1 and E2 is raised when one of E1, or E2 is raised.Conjunction of two events E1 and E2 is raised when both E1 and E2 haveoccurred, regardless of the order of occurrence. Sequence is similar to conjunctionbut the order of occurrence of the events is important with sequence. Closureconstructor is used when multiple occurrences of the same event in a period oftime (such as, during the execution of a transaction) is considered together asa composite event. History event constructor is a more restricted case of the



closure event constructor where the number of occurrences of the same eventis speci�ed. Negation of an event can also be considered as a composite eventand it is raised when the negated event has not occurred in a speci�ed period oftime. Events composed by multiple event constructors are composite events aswell.Fuzzy composite events can be constructed by combining crisp primitiveevents listed above and fuzzy primitive events (i.e., fuzzy temporal, fuzzy statechange, and fuzzy method execution events). The membership values of fuzzycomposite events can be calculated depending on the semantics of the event con-structors. In case of the conjunction event constructor, the event with minimummembership degree among the component events is selected, and its member-ship degree determines the membership degree of the composite event. Whendisjunction is used as the event constructor, then the maximum membershipvalue among the membership degrees of the component events determines themembership degree of the composite event. In case of negation, the membershipdegree, �n, of the composite event is calculated as,�n = 1� �ewhere �e is the membership degree of the event being negated.Computation of the membership degrees of composite events constructed by his-tory and closure is done by using the following formula:�c = Pi=ni=1 �einwhere �c is the membership degree of the composite event, �ei is the member-ship degree of the ith occurrence of event e, and n is the number of occurrencesof event e. Here we should note that di�erent occurrences of the same eventmay result in di�erent membership degrees depending on the crisp parameter ofthe event. Membership degrees of the composite events formed by the sequenceconstructor are computed similar to that of the conjunction constructor.We de�ne the strength of a primitive or fuzzy event as the membership degreeof the corresponding event parameter. For example, an event like \obj1 is closeto obj2" can have di�erent strengths depending on how close obj1 is to obj2 in aparticular situation. Closer the objects, more strong is the fuzzy event.4.2 Inter-rule Fuzziness Via ScenariosThere can exist a �nite set of events that can be signaled in an active databasesystem. We partition the whole event set E into event groups called scenarios(not necessarily disjoint). The idea of scenarios comes from the need to grouprules into sets corresponding to di�erent situations. There can be only one activescenario at a time. Switching among scenarios is performed by rules as well.Consider the battle�eld application we discussed in Section 3, where there can



be emergency situations as well as normal situations. An emergency situationcorresponds to the events which may have serious e�ects like a serious damageand should urgently be handled whereas a normal situation corresponds to theevents with a low level of importance. Switching from a normal scenario toan emergency scenario is performed by rules which detect emergency situations.Each rule may be subscribed to more then one scenario. If a rule is not subscribedto a scenario, then it is called an idle rule. Each scenario behaves like a fuzzyset, i.e., it has a membership function that maps the rules to a real number inthe range [0; 1]. Events belonging to a scenario are fuzzy events as describedin Section 4.1. Event signaling is done by considering the membership degreeof the event parameter in the fuzzy event. The fuzzy event structure describedin [BW97] is utilized where a primitive event is a tuple, e :< ec; ef >, consistingof a crisp part ec which is the crisp parameter coming from the system and afuzzy part ef which denotes the fuzzy event set. In order to decide whether arule r will be �red in response to the signaling of a fuzzy event e :< ec; ef >,the membership value of r is multiplied by the membership value of ec in thefuzzy set ef . The result is compared with a threshold value associated with therule. If the result is greater than or equal to the threshold value, then the rule is�red. Threshold values of rules can be changed dynamically to tune to particularscenarios.Assume that in our battle�eld application, we have emergency and normalscenarios which are considered to be fuzzy sets. Each rule belongs to one or twoof the scenarios with a membership degree. Consider the following rule:event: obj1 is very close to obj2condition: obj1 belongs to enemy and obj2 belongs to the alliancesaction: �re an alarm and inform obj2which belongs to the emergency scenario with a membership degree of 0:9. As-sume that its event is signaled, and the membership degree of the event param-eter (i.e., the distance between the objects) in the fuzzy set close is 0:7. If therule has a threshold value 0:6 for that scenario, then the rule will be �red since0:9 � 0:7 = 0:63 � 0:6. The threshold parameters and the membership func-tions for the fuzzy rules can be determined according to the results of a priorisimulations.4.3 Similarity Based Event DetectionSignaling of similar events upon an event detection is something very useful whenthe cost of missing events is very high in supported applications, like a nuclearreactor control system. Assume that an event such as update in temperature levelis detected. Events with a high similarity degree, like update in pressure levelshould also be signaled automatically. This way, the risk of events escaping fromdetection is reduced.In similarity based event detection, when an event is signaled, other eventswhich are similar to it should also be �red. In order to facilitate this, each



scenario has a similarity matrix, where the similarity values of the events inthat scenario are stored. Similarity matrices which show the similarities betweenevents in a pairwise manner can be provided by the experts of the particularapplication; in our application they are military experts. Similarity matrices canbe dynamically constructed and updated by the system by examining the eventhistory. Signaling of two events consecutively in a short period of time impliesthat those events may be similar. As the consecutive signaling of two events isseen more frequently in the event history, the similarity of these events should beincreased in the similarity matrix. This way, system learns the similarity valuesas the event history grows.An example would be helpful in explaining similarity based event detection.Assume that event e1 is raised. Other events whose similarity to e1 is greaterthan or equal to the similarity threshold for the current scenario also need to beconsidered. If, for example, the similarity threshold for a scenario s is 0:7, and e1is signaled (which belongs to s) and another event e5 is similar to e1 with degree0:8, then event e5 should also be signaled since 0:8 � 0:7. But the membershipvalue of e5 is multiplied by its degree of similarity (in this case 0:8) in order todetermine which rules are going to be �red as a result of e5.Grouping of rules into scenarios restricts the number of rules to be consideredwhen an event is raised, improving the e�ciency of rule execution especially incase of emergency when e�cient use of resources is very important.4.4 Fuzzy Coupling ModesIn ECA rules coupling modes between event and condition, and between con-dition and action determine when the condition should be executed relative tothe occurrence of the event, and when the action should be executed relativeto the satisfaction of the condition, respectively. There are three basic couplingmodes: immediate, deferred, and detached (or decoupled) [Day88]. If the conditionis speci�ed to be evaluated in immediate mode, then it is executed right afterthe triggering operation that caused the event to be raised. If the action partis speci�ed to be executed in immediate mode then it is executed immediatelyafter the evaluation of the condition. In case the condition is speci�ed to be indeferred mode, its evaluation is delayed until the commit point of the transac-tion, and similarly if the action is in deferred mode relative to the condition,again it is executed right before the transaction commits. Finally, in detachedmode, condition is evaluated or action is executed in a separate transaction.Coupling modes is a very important concept for rule execution in activedatabase systems and should also be considered for fuzzy rule execution. Infuzzy ECA rules, the coupling modes between event and condition, and betweencondition and action can be determined depending on the strength of the eventand credibility of the condition respectively in case the coupling mode is notspeci�ed explicitly. We de�ne the credibility of a condition as the truth valueof the fuzzy predicate or the combination of the fuzzy predicates. Determina-tion of the truth values of the fuzzy predicates is explained in [KF88]. A highcredibility implies immediate or detached coupling mode and a low credibility



implies deferred coupling mode in case the coupling modes are not speci�ed ex-plicitly. Each coupling mode should be assigned a credibility threshold whichwill determine the coupling mode between the event and condition, and condi-tion and action. That way, implicit priorities are assigned to the condition andaction depending on the credibility of the corresponding event and condition.Strength of an event signaled due to its similarity to another event is calculatedby multiplying its similarity value by its membership value. Assume that, in anemergency scenario, two of the events are e1 :< ec1; ef > and e2 :< ec2; ef >.If the membership value of ec1 in ef is 0.8, the membership value of ec2 in efis 0.4, threshold values for immediate, detached and deferred coupling modesare, 0.7, 0.5, and 0.02, respectively. Assuming that both e1 and e2 are signaled,the condition of the rule whose event is e1 will be evaluated in immediate modewhere the condition of the rule whose event is e2 will be evaluated in deferredmode. The same techniques can be applied to the rules with composite eventsusing the membership calculation methods proposed in Section 4.1.Assume that we have a rule with the event \obj1 is very close to obj2" andno coupling mode was assigned for the rule. If the strength of the event is 0:95which means that when obj1 gets very close to obj2, then the condition shouldbe evaluated immediately, suspending the transaction that signaled the event,or should be evaluated in detached mode. But if the strength of the event is 0:6then the evaluation of the condition can be deferred to the end of the transactionsince obj1 is not dangerously close to obj2.5 ConclusionIn this paper we have discussed the potential of adapting fuzzy database conceptsin active database rules and mobile database systems. In doing this, we assumedan active mobile database management system which is a mobile database sys-tem supported with active features. In Section 4, we have tried to illustrate howfuzziness can be introduced to di�erent aspects of rule execution. Lots of interest-ing research issues have been raised mostly on the incorporation of membershipdegrees for the dynamic determination of coupling modes of rules and priorityassignment. Partitioning of the rule set into scenarios has also been discussed asan example of inter-rule fuzziness.As a future work, a fuzzy database system can be designed for a mobilesystem application like a battle�eld environment together with all possible typesof generic queries. The concepts developed for the incorporation of fuzziness intoactive databases can be applied to a real active database system to measure thee�ectiveness of the proposed methods. Fuzzy rules may also provide a high degreeof exibility to mobile systems. Design of mobile database system applicationsincorporating fuzzy rules is an important research issue that requires furtherwork.2 A value greater then zero as a credibility threshold for deferred mode means thatsome rules may not be �red even in deferred mode.
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